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Stephen Kaltenbach
ANOTHER YEAR IN LA
2121 N. San Fernando Road, #13
September 13–October 17
In the summer of 1969, Conceptual artist Stephen
Kaltenbach took out a three-word advertisement in
Artforum that stated BECOME A LEGEND. It was a
tersely provocative directive he was already pursuing
and would go some ways toward achieving by abruptly
leaving the New York art world the following year,
curtailing his inventive presence in the city after only
three years. His relish for cultivating a sense of
mystique and mythology around his practice is felt
strongly in the more than twenty-five time capsules on
view in this exhibition, the majority of which are shown
here for the first time.

Stephen Kaltenbach,
Wisdom, 1970–, copper
and gold, 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 x 3".

Planning ahead for legend status before dropping off
the art world’s East Coast radar, Kaltenbach began
producing a still-ongoing series of sealed time
capsules, each preserving unknown contents inside a
durable (generally metal) casing engraved with a brief
dedication or instructions for when it was to be opened.
One of the earliest, from 1967, is dedicated to Bruce
Nauman and not to be opened UNTIL NOTIFIED, while
a more recent one humorously reads OPEN BEFORE
MY RETROSPECTIVE AT THE TATE IN LONDON,
and yet another is rather morbidly labeled BURY WITH
THE ARTIST. Several, forgoing dedication and
instruction, are marked only with an enigmatically poetic
phrase or word, such as FUGITIVE IMAGE or
LUCESCIT (translated from Latin as “entry of light into
darkness”). They range in shape from cylindrical to
boxy and in material from polished stainless steel and
copper to heavy-duty raw industrial steel and thick ABS
plastic. Kaltenbach refuses to comment on what the
capsules contain, if anything, and is vague regarding
dates, loosely grouping all those made since 1970 as
“1970–present.”
The capsules are seemingly indestructible objects of
extreme secrecy, as well as airtight preservation; the
allure of what cannot be seen galvanizes the obdurate
weight of what can. As if they were missiles or
interplanetary messages in bottles, the military strength
of their austere shells combined with their hidden
mysteries suggests latent explosive possibilities. At the
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same time, these pill-shaped capsules, hard to swallow
as frustrating emblems of inaccessibility and delayed
gratification, imply a drug logic of time delay and slow
release drawn out over often indefinitely extended
periods of time. In fact, their structural affinity with
drugs is in keeping with Kaltenbach’s originally stated
curiosity about the capsules as a way of breaking a law
without violating his moral code (smoking marijuana, for
example), concealing the evidence, and getting away
with it.
— Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer
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CHRISTOPHER GRIMES GALLERY
916 Colorado Avenue
September 5–October 11
Max Jansons and Elizabeth Tremante engage in
old-school, professional, formal pictorial practices. Both
are involved in the irresistibly seductive exploration of
the painterly details and lexica that define medium,
process, composition, and representation. The
paintings in Jansons’s exhibition, “Pleasure,” are built
from treasured sources of custom-crafted furniture
tacks, hand-ground pigments, and lead-paint-primed
linen. His works, with their consistent palette of taupe,
olive, sienna, and brown, evoke Giorgio Morandi’s
practiced scrutiny of form, color, pattern, and
objecthood. With an uncommon command of brush and
pigment, Jansons paints small, graceful canvases that
query the pivotal moments when abstract forms
become objects and vice versa. As deceptively simple
compositions, these dense works evince a profound
knowledge of both painting history and painting
technique. The quiet abstractions—a cartoonish
houseplant, a modernist zigzag, a Swiss cross—have a
timed-release impact, akin to the way a Zen teacher
might smile calmly, sit back, and wait, with faith that the
full beauty of the world will reveal itself to his student.
These paintings elicit a very humanist concern and
connote a smaller, more intimate and domestic view
than the works in Jansons’s last show at the gallery,
which conjured images of fantasy, the cosmos, and
history.

Max Jansons, Swiss
Painting III, 2007, oil on
linen, 12 x 18".

The works in Tremante’s “I measure myself / Against a
tall tree” also command a closer, slower form of looking
and are likewise confident in the valor of their
philosophy. These paintings examine the subtle and
not-so-simple moments in the rural landscape that go
unnoticed by cosmopolitan urbanites wary of dirt and
weather. Tremante directs attention to beautiful
instances of ugliness through a studied deconstruction
of the traditional landscape, destabilizing and
refocusing the viewer’s outward and inward gazes.
Depth of field is shifted to refuse the Romantic,
perspectival panorama and to focus instead on a mud
puddle, resplendent with rainbow raindrops, or a
gloriously polychromatic spiderweb. The artist makes
such small moments reminders that the bigger picture
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